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Ihip soundpods not charging

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries The most helpful response Grace Chavez first check your charger and make sure that the required voltage is off. If this works, check the jack and the battery itself. It's possible that your battery won't hold a charge anymore and yes, this can happen from one moment to
the next. I just had the same problem. I couldn't find an answer, so I just blew out the audio jack cable and wanted to roll with it. As soon as I put the cable in the jack, the light went out and it works well now. I would suspect that when the charger is connected, it put pressure on the audio jack and made it think that a
cable was connected. This would disable the Bluetooth function. As soon as I iceitbestitis ed it away from the socket, it turned on and worked well. that an attempt I have connected the charging bag, but I see no red light coming, I noticed that there is a small battery in the box, but I can not seem where it goes in the
charger, any ideas? When I pair the headphones with my phone, they work, but when I turn on the charger they don't want to turn off my headphones Bluetooth won't work and the aux cord scratches My IHIP Bluetooth earbud singer will not turn on the single bud I try to hold the power buttons for two to three minutes
and just don't turn them on if someone can help this is just cause its charge and you can't use it wile there you need to disconnect it, that's all it is ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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